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Bluetooth Communication System  

605316M  

Retail inc vat £149.99 

The IDIPHONE KIT deploys Bluetooth® technology* and allows communication between two helmets 

and a mobile phone or between a helmet and a sat nav, without the need of wire connections. 

(Note: Bluetooth® technology enables the remote wireless transmission of sound and data by using a 

microchip to transmit over a specific radio frequency. Many new-generation mobile phones are 

equipped with this device and, therefore, they work with the D Nect system, whatever is the telephone 

company chosen by the user.) 

 

IDI PHONE comprises a communication module that contains the necessary operating hardware. This 

device can be removed by the helmet and reloaded as a simple mobile phone. 

To accommodate the IDI PHONE module, the helmet requires the installation of a special headset 

equipped with a specific support and a magnetic activation device. 

 

Once lodged in the pocket, the IDI PHONE, is automatically activated, establishing the connection with 

your mobile phone, sat navigator or MP3 player. 

 

The keyword is simplicity, even when you have to recharge it, because IDI PHONE can be easily 

removed from the helmet in one motion. IDI PHONE is completely wireless, there are no connection 

wires outside the helmet nor plugs (except for the USB socket for recharging the battery.) 

It has three sealed multifunction keys and a LED display to indicate that the device is switched on. 

 

In addition to the Bluetooth® communication function, two IDI PHONEs can interconnect to enable 

voice communication between two riders upto a range of 200 meters (depending on road conditions.) It 

can also be used to listed to your favourite music in an MP3 format (or other formats supported by the 

player) equipped with Bluetooth® technology directly through the helmet. 

 

Kit includes 

IDI PHONE boom  

Audio Ear Cover  

USB lead 

Euro battery charger  

CD Rom  

    

 

Compatible with Helmets: 

Granturismo 

Copter 

Soft Touch 

 


